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CELEBRATION OF THE RADIUM AND POLONWM

DISCOVERY AS

A PROMOTION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN POLAND

Stanislaw Latek - Polish National Atomic Energy Agency

In the recent years we have been celebrating centennials of great scientific dscoveries,
especially in the field of physics.

Let's recall: in 1895 x-rays were discovered by W. Roentgen. In 1896 H. Becquerel
found that uranium salts spontaneously emit invisible radiation which penetrates opaque
substances, interacts with photographic plates and ionizes the air. In 1897 an electron was
identified by J.J.Thomson. The next year will mark hundred years sce the discovery of two
new elements, polonium and radium made by Mane and Pierre Cune. Since 1996, in many
countries, especially in France, numerous conferences, syrnposia� scientific sessions and
exhibitions have been organized, on the occasion of those anniversaries.

Poland, which is Mme Sklodowska-Cune's country of on' n and which gave name to
one of the elements discovered by her (polonium), has planned especially festive celebrations.
All of them scheduled for 1997-1998, have been and will be conducted under the auspices of
the Polish Academy of Sciences. A Honorary Committee was appointed, with President of
Poland Aeksander Kw"niewski as its chairman and Professor Joseph Rotblat as one the
members. The Organizing Committee has been led by the Vice-President of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. The celebrations have been sponsored by UNESCO and ICSU.

The radium and polonium discovery centennial was inaugurated in April 1997. The first
event was a Polish-French show of scientific documentary movies on the uses of ionizing
radiation and nuclear power.

A symposium Rdiation - History andModern Times was organized in spnng 1997 It
was a special event, held in Ldi, the seat of the Interdepartmental Institute of Radiation
Technique, a major university radiation research centre on nternational level. Nuclear research
in L6di was initiated by Professor j'a Dorabialska a student of Mane Cune. The
symposium, attended by university presidents, national and local government officials and
students, included a comprehensive, well documented paper on safe nuclear energy.

Many other interesting events were held throughout 1997. Warsaw hosted an
interesting exhibition From the Radium Needle to the Medical Accelerators. A seminar and an
exhibition on Ra&ation Technique in Environmental Protection were organized in
cooperation with the IAEA in Zakopane. The Council for Atomic Energy initiated and
conducted a workshop on Radioactivity - Risk and Hope. The Polish Academy of Science and
the Society of Nuclear Medicine orgamsed a symposium on Polonium and Radium Discovery
Impact on Medicine, Radiation Protection and Medical Indust7y.
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The National Atomic Energy was the initiator of film shows held for school youth,
which turned out to be a great success. The youth, mainly from schools bearing the name of
Mane Cune, had an opportunity to see films about the great scientist and her dscoveries, and
on the very phenomenon of radiation. They also had a chance to visit Maria research reactor
in the Institute of Atomic Energy in Sierk. The reactor, named after the famous scientist,
turned out very popular. A similar event is planned spring 1998. AU the participants of the
shows and excursions received a book on Maria Cufie-Sklodowska and other materials on
ionising radiation uses. The teachers pointed out that the young generation responds to
information on radiation in a normal way, without showing particular fear or anxiety.

This observation was confirmed by the scientists who prepared the set of exercises
presented during the Ist Science Festival in Warsaw. The Festival participants were offerred
to make, on their own, measurements of the radioactivity of caesium-contammated mushrooms
after the Chernobyl accident and of the radon concentration in the laboratory rooms. Older
participants of the experiments showed greater distance towards and concern about nuclear
phenomena and handmig devices using radiation sources.

Various societies, associations and scientific foundations held their congresses with the
focus on the effects of the radium and polonlium discovery and on the contemporary state of
knowledge the different fields of science and technology which developed thanks to the
discoveries of Man'e and Pierre Cune A number of titles referring to the anniversary of the
radium and polonium discovery were published, youth competitions and popular public
lectures were organi ed A special postage stamp and memorial cois and medals were issued.

Now, at the beginning of February 1998, a three-day scientific session is being held in
Warsaw, to commemorate the radium and polonium discovery. Many other events will take
place in the coming months. In particular, June 1998, an international conference on
Nuclear Physics Close to the Barriers will be held. Another conference, closing the centennial
celebrations, is planned for September 1998. Sponsored by UNESCO it wil bng together
Nobel Pize winners in physics, chemistry, medicine and peace. We expect about 40 of them to
participate in the conference. It will focus on the Scientific and Philosophical Consequences
of Discovery of Plutonium and Radium. Benefits and hreats to Mankind.
The following sessions are planned:
(a) introduction, including speeches by officials (the President of the Republic of Poland

among others)-
(b) radiation uses in contemporary technology;
(c) the most important cognitive challenges of modem science;
(d) ethics in scientific research;
(e) energy - a major problem of the mankind;
(f) health and medicine - risk and hope
(g) environmental protection with a special emphasis on radiation protection.
We expect that the introduction to the discussion will be made by Nobel Prize Winners. The
additional papers will be prepared by Polish experts. The conference will be followed by public
lectures at uversities, institutes and scientific societies. The great prestige of scientists may
help radiation perception in Poland.

In co-operation with the French specialists who organised a symposium on Atom and
Society - Science, Politics and Public Opinion in 1986 a similar conference is planned in
Poland in June. The organisers want to focus on the issue of atomic energy the eyes of the
public. How the public perceives nuclear power, what impact the Chernobyl disaster has had
on the public attitudes, how the media influence the public, what the role of public authorities
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- scientists, pests, physicians - is, what mechanisms are behind development of rumours on
apparent nuclear accidents and symptoms of panic among the public.

All those events have been meant to stress, first of all, the beneficial aspects of Manie
and Pierre Curie's work and dscoveries. Mane and Pierre Cune not only contributed
enormously to the modem understanding of atom and radioactivity but also laid foundations
for further research, which led to nuclear fission and isotope production. It has been
emphasized that both radioactivity and energy released during fission are usefill to the
mankind, serving human health and providing so much needed electricity. Radioactive isotopes
produced in nuclear reactors replace radium, separated with such an effort by M. Cunie. Such
isotopes can be produced easily and in abundance. No wonder they are extensively applied not
only in research, but also in industry, agriculture and other fields of economy, as well as in
medicine. Every day the array of their uses grows wider. It may be hoped that a greater
popularity of Mane Cune- Sklodowska, who is 'M Poland almost a national heroine, and of her
scientific accomplishments will bng a change 'M the public attitudes towards atonuc energy
and in particular - towards nuclear power generation.

Public opinion polls, smilar to those conducted in 1996, are planned for spring 998.
The 1996 polls, conducted 10 years after the Chernobyl accident, showed that the majority of
Poles feared ionizing radiation and opposed the nuclear power plant construction. The great
effort made by the scientific community and the organizers of the events inspired by the epoch-
making dscoveries of Mane Sklodowska-Cune and other researchers, will bng the desired
effect, i.e., it will enhance research prestige, will increase the public awareness of ionizing
radiation benefits and will aeviate the fear of radiation, if and only if the scientific community
co-operates with media. The Polish experience shows that media have an increasing influence
on the public attitudes and outlooks. Luckily, this fact is more and more recognized - also
arnong scientists and people involved in atomic energy in general.
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